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In this paper we develop an approach for detecting entanglement, which is based on measuring quantum
correlations and constructing a correlation matrix. The correlation matrix is then used for defining a fam-
ily of parameters, named Correlation Minor Norms, which allow one to detect entanglement. This approach
generalizes the computable cross-norm or realignment (CCNR) criterion, and moreover requires measuring a
state-independent set of operators. Furthermore, we illustrate a scheme which yields for each Correlation Minor
Norm a separable state that maximizes it. The proposed entanglement detection scheme is believed to be advan-
tageous in comparison to other methods because correlations have a simple, intuitive meaning and in addition
they can be directly measured in experiment. Moreover, it is demonstrated to be stronger than the CCNR cri-
terion. We also illustrate the relation between the Correlation Minor Norm and entanglement entropy for pure
states. Finally, we discuss the relation between the Correlation Minor Norm and quantum discord, and briefly
discuss possible generalizations for multipartite scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
The last three decades have seen significant advancement in
development of promising quantum technologies, both from
theoretical and practical aspects. These technologies often
utilize quantum entanglement in order to gain advantage com-
pared to classical technologies. Thus, the practical ability to
detect entanglement and quantify its strength in a given sys-
tem, is essential for the advancement of quantum technolo-
gies. Entanglement detection in many-body quantum systems
is also of major interest [1, 2].
This has led researchers to seek simple ways to detect en-
tanglement, preferably, ones which may be used in practice.
For example, the Peres-Horodecki criterion [3] is a necessary
condition for a state to be separable; However, it is sufficient
only in the 2× 2 and 2× 3 dimensional cases [4, 5].
Another important concept is an entanglement witness,
which is a measurable quantum property (i.e. a bounded Her-
mitian operator), such that its expectation value is always non-
negative for separable states [4]. For any entangled state, there
is at least one entanglement witness which would achieve a
negative expectation value in this state; however, to use an en-
tanglement witness in order to detect entanglement, one must
measure a specific operator tailored to the state. Moreover, an
approach to quantify entanglement using entanglement wit-
nesses can be found in [6].
In [7–12], a construction of a quantum correlation matrix
was demonstrated, and it was shown that this matrix may be
utilized to detect entanglement. In [13, 14], a quantum cor-
relation matrix has allowed the authors to derive generalized
uncertainty relations, as well as a novel approach for finding
bounds on nonlocal correlations. This matrix is the correla-
tion matrix of a vector of quantum observables; thus, it may
have complex entries. In [15] it was demonstrated that such a
matrix allows one to construct new Bell parameters and find
∗ These two authors contributed equally
their Tsirelson bounds. Another approach for Bell parameters
based on covariance can be found in [16].
Indeed, quantum correlations are subtly related to entangle-
ment, e.g. pure product states are always uncorrelated. This
is not true for mixed states; Separable mixed states may ad-
mit quantum correlations between remote parties [17]. These
correlations are due to noncommutativity of quantum opera-
tors; thus, they allude to a different quantum property aside of
entanglement, known as quantum discord [18–22].
In [23, 24], an approach for detecting entanglement using
symmetric polynomials of the state’s Schimdt coefficients has
been studied. It was shown to be a generalization of the well-
known CCNR criterion (computable cross-norm or realign-
ment; first defined in [25, 26]), according to which the sum of
all Schmidt coefficients is no greater than 1 for any separable
state. The symmetric polynomial approach equips each one
of these polynomials with some upper bound; if the polyno-
mial exceeds its bound then it follows that the state is entan-
gled. Thus, the sum of all Schmidt coefficients with the upper
bound 1 is a special case of this approach.
In this paper, we construct for a given quantum state its
quantum correlation matrix, and examine the norms of its
compound matrices. Since the compound matrix in our case
is constructed from minors of a certain correlation matrix, we
call the proposed entanglement detectors “Correlation Minor
Norms”. Since these norms are invariant under orthogonal
transformations of the observables, they can be regarded as a
family of physical scalars which can be readily derived from
bipartite correlations. Next, for each Correlation Minor Norm
(CMN) we find an upper bound, such that if the CMN exceeds
this bound it implies that the state is entangled. Our proposed
method is shown to generalize the symmetric polynomial ap-
proach. We also provide results and conjectures regarding the
states that saturate the bounds. Finally, we explore how the
CMN relates to entanglement entropy and quantum discord,
and discuss possible generalizations for multipartite scenar-
ios.
2II. CONSTRUCTION OF THE CORRELATIONMATRIX
Let two remote parties, Alice and Bob, share a quantum
system in HA ⊗ HB , the tensor product of Hilbert spaces.
Denote dA , dimHA, dB , dimHB , and let A , {Ai}d
2
A
i=1
be an orthonormal basis of the (real) vector space of dA × dA
Hermitian operators, w.r.t. the Hilbert-Schmidt inner prod-
uct. Similarly, B , {Bj}d
2
B
j=1 is an orthonormal basis of the
dB × dB Hermitian matrices. Note that such a basis always
exists, since the real vector space of n×n Hermitian matrices
is simply the real Lie algebra u (n), which is known to have
dimension n2. Here we regard u (dA) , u (dB) simply as inner
product spaces, ignoring their Lie algebraic properties. Con-
sequentially, we require the normalization tr (AiAj) = δij
(and similarly for Bob) - without the factor of 2, which is
normally taken to make the structure constants more conve-
nient. For example, for d = 3 one could take A9 =
1√
3
1 and
Ai =
1√
2
γi for all i = 1, . . . , 8, where γi are the (“standard-
normalization”) Gell-Mann matrices.
The (cross-)correlation matrix of A,B, denoted by C, is
defined by:
Cij , 〈Ai ⊗Bj〉 = tr (ρAi ⊗Bj) (1)
where ρ is the density matrix shared by Alice and Bob.
As we shall see in the next section, the information con-
tained in C regarding the strength of nonlocal correlations is
encoded entirely in its singular values. An equivalent char-
acterization is provided by a noteworthy relation between the
singular value decomposition (SVD) of C and the operator-
Schmidt decomposition of the underlying state, which we de-
scribe hereinafter. The operator-Schmidt decomposition of
any state ρ is defined as its unique decomposition of the form:
ρ =
d2∑
k=1
λkGk ⊗Hk (2)
where each λk ≥ 0 is a real scalar, and the sets {Gk} and
{Hk} are orthonormal sets of dA×dA, dB×dB Hermitianma-
trices respectively. It can be shown that the singular values of
C are precisely the Schmidt coefficients λk; moreover, the sets
{Gk} and {Hk} are related to the sets {Ai} and {Bj} through
the orthogonal matrices U, V of the SVD, respectively. Ex-
tended definitions and proof may be found in Appendix A 1.
III. CORRELATIONMINOR NORM
The goal of this work is to produce physical scalars from
C that would allow for entanglement detection (and possibly
quantification). In the context of this paper, a scalar is con-
sidered to be physical if it is invariant under any orthogonal
transformation of the set of measurements. For instance, if
Alice’s observables correspond to measurements of spin in a
given orthogonal set of directions, then an orthogonal trans-
formation describes a rotation of Alice’s entire lab; similarly,
Bob’s lab may be rotated independently of Alice’s. Mathe-
matically, transformations of this type are described by:
C → UACUBT , UA ∈ O(dA) ,UB ∈ O(dB) (3)
where O(dA) and O(dB) are the groups of real orthogonal
dA × dA and dB × dB matrices respectively. Introducing into
(3) the SVD of C, written as C = VAΣVBT , yields:
VAΣVTB → UAVAΣVTB UTB . (4)
Since UA and VA are elements ofO(dA) (and similarly for the
matrices with the subscriptB), we may observe that a general
orthogonal transformation of C = VAΣVBT reduces to the
substitution of VA and VB by any other elements of their re-
spective orthogonal groups. Thus, it is clear that any physical
scalar derived from C can only depend on its singular values,
i.e. the operator-Schmidt coefficients.
The simplest candidates for scalars produced by a matrix
are its trace, determinant, and any type of matrix norm. How-
ever, tr (C) is not a physical scalar in the sense described
above; and a broad class of matrix norms are given as spe-
cial cases of the scalars constructed in this section. Thus, for
now we wish to consider det C. The determinant of a quan-
tum cross-correlation matrix can help detect entanglement,
and may also serve as a measure of entanglement for two-
qubit pure states (see Appendix A 3) and two-mode Gaussian
states [27–29].
However, in more general scenarios, there are states in
which the mutual information between Alice and Bob stems
from specific subspaces of their respective vector spaces (in
pure states, the dimension of these subspaces is given by the
Schmidt rank). To accommodate these cases, one should go
over all possible subspaces of some given dimension and con-
sider the determinant of the matrix comprised of correlations
between their basis elements. Then, one could construct a
measure as some function of all those determinants. One way
of doing so is treat them as entries of a matrix and take its
norm.
In light of the observations above, we define theCorrelation
Minor Norm with parameters h and p = 2:
Mh,2 ,
√√√√ ∑
R∈([d
2
A]
h
)
∑
S∈([d
2
B]
h
)
|det CR,S |2 (5)
where
(
[a]
b
)
denotes the set of b-combinations of [a] (this no-
tation is common in the Cauchy-Binet formula), CR,S is the
matrix whose rows are the rows of C at indices from R and
whose columns are the columns of C at indices from S, and
1 ≤ h ≤ min{d2A, d2B}.
Note thatMh,2 is the Frobenius norm of a matrixN of size(
d2A
h
)× (d2B
h
)
, defined by:
Nij , det CRi,Sj (6)
3where we have numbered the sets’ elements:([
d2A
]
h
)
,
{
R1, . . . , R(d
2
A
h )
}
([
d2B
]
h
)
,
{
S1, . . . , S(d
2
B
h )
}
.
Such a matrix N is known as the h-th compound matrix of C,
and is denoted by Ch (C). Now, recall the Schatten p-norm of
any matrixM is defined by ‖M‖p := ‖~σ (M)‖p, i.e. the vec-
tor p-norm of the vector composed of the singular values of
M . Schatten p-norms lead to a generalization of the definition
(5): for p ∈ [1,∞), define the Correlation Minor Norm with
parameters h and p as:
Mh,p = ‖Ch (C)‖p , (7)
i.e., it is the Schatten p-norm of the h-th compound matrix
of the correlation matrix C. Substituting the known relation
between the singular values of any matrix and its compound
matrix (see Appendix B), one obtains the following formula
for computing the Correlation Minor Norm:
Mh,p =

 ∑
R∈([d
2]
h )
∏
k∈R
[σk (C)]p


1/p
. (8)
where d = min {dA, dB}, and σk (C) denotes the k-th singu-
lar value of C. This implies that Mh,p is indeed a physical
scalar. Note that the Schatten p-norm of C itself is obtained as
a special case, for h = 1.
IV. ENTANGLEMENT DETECTION USING THE
CORRELATIONMINOR NORM
For general mixed states, there are a few known links be-
tween Schmidt coefficients and entanglement detection; the
best-known is probably the CCNR criterion: If
∑d2
k=1 λk > 1,
then ρ is entangled [30]. The Correlation Minor Norm allows
for an equivalent formulation: if Mh=1,p=1 > 1, then ρ is
entangled.
The CCNR criterion has an additional immediate conse-
quence regarding the CMN: since Mh,p is a monotonically
increasing function of the operator-Schmidt coefficients λk ,
there is an upper bound for the value it may obtain without
violating the inequality
∑d2
k=1 λk ≤ 1. Thus, for all h and p,
there exists some positive number B = B (dA, dB , h, p) with
the property: if ρ is separable, thenMh,p ≤ B (dA, dB, h, p).
This implies the Correlation Minor Norm can be used to de-
tect entanglement by the following procedure: given a state
ρ, the corresponding correlation matrix C is obtained - ei-
ther by computation or by direct measurement; then, the SVD
of C is used to find the singular values, and these are sub-
stituted in (8) to compute the desired CMN, Mh,p; and fi-
nally, Mh,p is compared with B (dA, dB , h, p). If Mh,p ≤
B (dA, dB, h, p), we cannot deduce anything. However, if
Mh,p > B (dA, dB, h, p), we infer the state ρ is entangled.
The remainder of this section deals with results regarding the
upper boundsB (dA, dB, h, p).
In [23], Lupo et al. generalize the CCNR criterion in
the following way: they construct all symmetric polynomi-
als of the Schmidt coefficients λk of ρ, and find bounds on
these assuming ρ is separable. The h-th symmetric polyno-
mial is identical toMh,p=1. A more recent work [24] which
cites [23], makes the following important claim: assuming
dA = dB , they find a tight bound on the h-th symmetric poly-
nomial (for separable states), and prove that as an entangle-
ment detector it is no stronger than the CCNR criterion. Since
the conjectures presented in this section imply this is true for
the CMNwith p =∞ as well, we conjecture that for dA = dB
and any value of p, the CMN is no stronger than the CCNR
criterion as an entanglement detector.
However, in the case where dA 6= dB , it seems the CMN
may detect entanglement in cases where CCNR does not. Let
us define following [31–33], a state in Filter Normal Form
(FNF) as a state ρ for which any traceless Alice-observableA
and any traceless Bob-observable B have vanishing expecta-
tion values; i.e., 〈A⊗ 1〉ρ = 〈1⊗B〉ρ = 0. Then, we have
the following result:
Theorem 1. Assume D := max {dA, dB} ≤ d3 and h > 1.
Then, for any separable state in Filter Normal Form:
Mh,p=1 ≤ Sh (α, β, . . . , β) (9)
where α := 1/
√
Dd, β :=
√
D−1
D(d2−1)
d−1
d(d2−1) , and Sh is the
h-th symmetric polynomial in d2 variables.
Proof may be found in Appendix D 2. Moreover, we con-
jecture the following theorem still holds with the assumption
of the state being in FNF removed. If proven, this conjecture
would have explained the upper bounds presented in [23] for
dA 6= dB , which had been found numerically.
Before presenting the next result, let us introduce quantum
designs [34]. A quantum design in dimension b with v ele-
ments is simply a set of v orthogonal projections {Pk}vk=1 on
Cb. A quantum design is regular with r = 1 if all projec-
tions are pure (i.e. one-dimensional); it is coherent if the sum∑
k Pk is proportional to the identity operator; and it has de-
gree 1 if there exists µ ∈ R such that ∀k 6= l, tr (PkPl) = µ.
If a quantum design has all three qualities, then µ = v−bb(v−1) .
A regular, coherent, degree-1 quantum design with r = 1
having v elements, is simply a set of v “equally spaced” pure
states in the same space. For example, such a quantum design
in dimension d containing d2 elements is known as a symmet-
ric, informationally complete, positive operator-valued mea-
sure (SIC-POVM) [35].
The following theorem tells us how to construct a separable
state saturating (9) using quantum designs.
Theorem 2. Let
{
PAk
}d2
k=1
,
{
PBk
}d2
k=1
be sets of pure projec-
tions comprising regular, coherent, degree-1 quantum designs
with r = 1, in dimensions dA, dB respectively and having d
2
4elements each. Define a state:
ρ =
1
d2
d2∑
k=1
PAk ⊗ PBk (10)
Then, the operator-Schmidt coefficients of ρ are α with multi-
plicity one and β with multiplicity d2 − 1.
The proof appears in Appendix D3. Note the last two theo-
rems have the following special case: for h = d2, they imply
that the above state maximizes the product of all Schmidt co-
efficients; i.e., it maximizesMh=d2,p for all p.
Furthermore, we have similar claims for p =∞.
Theorem 3. Let ρ be a separable state in FNF, and h ≥√
Dd. Then:
Mh,p=∞ ≤ 1√
Dd
[
D − 1
D (h− 1)
d− 1
d (h− 1)
]h−1
2
. (11)
Proof may be found in Appendix D 4. As in Theorem 1, we
conjecture this theorem still holds without the assumption that
ρ is in FNF. Evidence for why we believe this conjecture to be
true may be found in Appendix D 5. The following theorem
yields a way of saturating the bound (11):
Theorem 4. Let
{
PAk
}h
k=1
,
{
PBk
}h
k=1
be sets of pure projec-
tions comprising regular, coherent, degree-1 quantum designs
with r = 1, in dimensions dA, dB respectively and having h
elements each. Define a state:
ρ =
1
h
h∑
k=1
PAk ⊗ PBk (12)
Then, the operator-Schmidt coefficients of ρ are α with multi-
plicity one and β′ =
√
D−1
D(h−1)
d−1
d(h−1) with multiplicity h− 1.
The proof appears in Appendix D6. Note the coherence
of
{
P
A/B
k
}
ensures the state (12) is in FNF. Moreover, the
constants µA/B :=
h−dA/B
dA/B(h−1) enter the operator-Schmidt co-
efficients (and thus the upper bound (11)) elegantly: β′ =√
1−µA
h
1−µB
h .
We hypothesize that upper bounds overMh,p for any value
of p may be characterized using quantum designs. If this hy-
pothesis is proven, then separable states built using such quan-
tum designs are, in a way, on the “edges” of the convex sep-
arable set. However, one should note that quantum designs
in a given dimension with a given number of elements do not
always exist; the above theorems hold only in the cases where
they do exist.
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Figure 1. The dashed line illustrates the von-Neumann entangle-
ment entropy S (ρA), while the solid lines plot linear functions of
correlation minor norms, for a family of two-qutrit states with pure-
state-Schmidt coefficients s1 = s2 =
cosα√
2
and s3 = sinα (where
0 ≤ α ≤ pi/2). The blue line corresponds to 2Mh=2,p=1/3, and the
red line isMh=1,p=1 − 1. These functions where chosen as simple
modifications of the CMNs, such that they would agree with S (ρA)
on the “boundary”, i.e. α = 0, pi/2.
V. FURTHER RESULTS AND OPEN QUESTIONS
A. Relation to entanglement entropy for pure states
Let |ψ〉 be a pure state, and let s1, . . . , sd denote its “pure-
state-Schmidt coefficients” (i.e., the ones arising when writing
the Schmidt decomposition for pure states of |ψ〉). Then, its
operator-Schmidt coefficients are sksl, i.e. all the pairwise
products of pure-state-Schmidt coefficients (if k 6= l, sksl
appears as an operator-Schmidt coefficient with multiplicity
2; for proof please refer to Appendix A 2).
For pure states, the Correlation Minor Norm is linked to
the state’s Schmidt rank by the following observation: for all
r ∈ [d], Mr2,p 6= 0 iff the state’s pure-state-Schmidt rank
is at least r. Thus, the Correlation Minor Norm may be used
to find the Schmidt rank in pure states. Fig. 1 illustrates a
comparison between Mh=(d−1)2,p=2 and entanglement en-
tropy. Their similarity supports the notion that Mh,p may
also quantify entanglement. However, not all Correlation Mi-
nor Norms are useful for this purpose; in fact, the relation be-
tween operator-Schmidt coefficients and pure-state-Schmidt
coefficients implies:
M2h=1,p=2 =
∑
k
λ2k =
∑
k,l
(sksl)
2
=
(∑
k
s2k
)2
= 1.
(13)
Thus, Mh=1,p=2 = 1 for any pure state, be it separable or
entangled.
B. Improving on the CCNR criterion
In this section, we shall present an entangled state which
may be detected by the CMN, but cannot be detected by
50 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
c
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Mh=4,p=1
Mh=3,p=1
Mh=2,p=1
p ≤ 1
3
: separable p > 1
3
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Figure 2. The correlation minor norms Mh,p=1 (colored lines)
and discord (black line) for the two-qubit Werner states: W (c) =
(1− c) 1
4
+ c |Ψ−〉 〈Ψ−|. The discord was computed according
to [22].
the CCNR criterion. First, let ρ0 be the state (10) for
dA = 3, dB = 2; and let ρ1 := |ψ〉 〈ψ|, where ψ :=
(|11〉+ |20〉) /√2. The state is constructed as follows:
ρp = pρ1 + (1− p) ρ0. (14)
For p = 0.295 the state is entangled (easily verifiable by the
PPT criterion). However, it is not detected by the CCNR
criterion: Mh=1,p=1 = 0.9981 < 1; and it is detected
by the CMN: Mh=2,p=1 = 0.3509, exceeding the bound
2+3
√
2
18 ≈ 0.3468.
C. Relation to quantum discord?
Figure 2 plots the CMNs with p = 1 and the quantum dis-
cord for the two-qubit Werner states. Note that the Werner
state with c = 1/3 has the highest discord among all two-
qubit separable states [36]; moreover, it is precisely the state
maximizing the CMNs with p = 1. This raises the question
of how general this observation is; i.e., in which cases does
the construction illustrated in Theorem 2 also yield a state of
maximal discord amongst separable states? Furthermore, can
the CMN (one or more of them), in these cases, be said to
measure the strength of quantum correlations?
D. Multipartite scenarios?
In [37], the authors consider detection of genuine multi-
partite entanglement and non-full-separability using correla-
tion tensors. Specifically, they consider tensors comprising
all multipartite correlations between orthonormal bases to the
traceless observables; and they find upper bounds on norms
of matricizations of these tensors, such that exceeding these
bounds implies the state is genuine multipartite entangled, or
non-fully-separable.
This paper may hint as to how our work may be generalized
to the multipartite case: one could consider the full correlation
tensor (i.e. correlations between bases to the entire space of
observables, not just the traceless ones); then, the CMN with
parameters h, p may be defined as the Schatten p-norm of the
hth compound matrix of a certain matricization of this tensor.
The bounds shown in [37] could then be utilized to find two
upper bounds on each of the CMNs - one for non-genuinely-
entangled states, and another for fully-separable states. The
question of which matricization should be used remains to be
determined. Moreover, further work is required to find the
states saturating these bounds.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The tasks of entanglement detection and quantification are
important for basic quantum science, as well as various quan-
tum technologies. The current work was motivated by the fol-
lowing question: since bipartite entanglement can be charac-
terized by correlations between all of the parties’ observables,
can it also be quantified via some norm of these correlations?
As demonstrated by our results, the answer is likely to be af-
firmative.
We have defined the Correlation Minor Norm and explored
its characteristics. This has allowed us to propose an approach
for detecting entanglement both in pure and mixed states.
Furthermore, it was shown that for pure states, the Correla-
tion Minor Norm allows one to determine the Schmidt rank,
and perhaps also quantify the strength of quantum correla-
tions. Given the dimensions of the two parties’ respective
systems, one may choose a single set of operators which can
be used for detecting entanglement in any state, be it pure or
mixed.
Some directions for future research may include finding a
quantitative connection between the correlation minor norm
and quantum discord. Moreover, since the correlation matrix
contains exactly the same information as the density matrix,
perhaps one could develop dynamical equations for the Cor-
relation Minor Norm.
Another possible generalization is considering multipartite
systems, where the correlation matrix is replaced by a corre-
lation tensor; applying appropriate generalizations of determi-
nants and norms for tensors could yield generalizations of the
CMN. These may answer some interesting questions, such as,
whether the same quantum designs we considered here could
still be used to saturate the separable-state bounds in multipar-
tite systems.
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6Appendix A: Entanglement detection using the quantum
correlation matrix
1. The Operator-Schmidt Decomposition
Given any state ρ (either separable or entangled), one may
write down the following unique decomposition:
ρ =
d2∑
k=1
λkGk ⊗Hk (A1)
where d := min {dA, dB}, each λk ≥ 0 is a real scalar,
and the sets {Gk} and {Hk} form orthonormal bases of the
dA/B×dA/B Hermitian matrices. Note this is not necessarily
a “separable decomposition”, sinceGk, Hk are not compelled
to be positive semi-definite.
Let us assume that λk are in non-increasing order. We shall
demonstrate that the SVD of the cross-correlation matrix C is
equivalent to the Operator-Schmidt Decomposition.
Theorem. Given a state ρ, let C be the second moment ma-
trix of the orthonormal sets {Ai} , {Bj}, defined by Cij =
〈Ai ⊗Bj〉ρ. Let C have the SVD C = UΣV T with singular
values σ1 ≥ . . . ≥ σd2 . Then, the unique decomposition (A1)
of ρ satisfies the following:
1. λk = σk
2. Gk =
∑d2
i=1 UikAi
3. Hk =
∑d2
j=1 VjkBj .
Proof outline: since {Ai ⊗Bj}i,j comprise a basis to the
set of d2 ⊗ d2 Hermitian matrices, the matrix C suffices in or-
der to fully characterize ρ. Thus, since the Operator-Schmidt
decomposition is unique, all is left to do is verify that ρ with
the above Operator-Schmidt decomposition reproduces the
same correlations Cij , which is straightforward. All of this
is well-known.
2. Operator-Schmidt decomposition for pure states
Let |ψ〉 be a pure state given in its pure-state-Schmidt de-
composition:
|ψ〉 =
d∑
k=1
sk |φk〉 ⊗ |ξk〉 . (A2)
The appropriate density matrix:
ρ = |ψ〉 〈ψ| =
d∑
k,l=1
sksl |φk〉 〈φl| ⊗ |ξk〉 〈ξl| . (A3)
Let us fix k, l s.t. k < l. k and l appear in two terms
of the sum: sksl (|φk〉 〈φl| ⊗ |ξk〉 〈ξl|+ |φl〉 〈φk| ⊗ |ξl〉 〈ξk|).
We wish to write down the parenthesized expression in the
form Gkl ⊗ Hkl + Glk ⊗Hlk, where Gkl, Hkl, Glk, Hlk are
all trace-normalized Hermitian operators, and tr (GklGlk) =
tr (HklHlk) = 0. Indeed, this is achieved by setting:
Gkl :=
|φk〉 〈φl|+ |φl〉 〈φk|√
2
;
Hkl :=
|ξk〉 〈ξl|+ |ξl〉 〈ξk|√
2
;
Glk :=
i (|φk〉 〈φl| − |φl〉 〈φk|)√
2
;
Hlk := − i (|ξk〉 〈ξl| − |ξl〉 〈ξk|)√
2
. (A4)
By supplementing the notations Gkk := |φk〉 〈φk|, Hkk :=
|ξk〉 〈ξk|, one may write (A3) by:
ρ =
d∑
k,l=1
skslGkl ⊗Hkl. (A5)
Since {Gkl} and {Hkl} are both orthonormal sets of opera-
tors, (A5) is the operator-Schmidt decomposition of ρ; thus,
{sksl} are its operator-Schmidt coefficients.
3. det C for two-qubit pure states
Let |ψ〉 be a two-qubit pure state, given in its pure-state-
Schmidt decomposition:
|ψ〉 = s1 |φ1〉 ⊗ |ξ1〉+ s2 |φ2〉 ⊗ |ξ2〉 . (A6)
From the previous subsection, its operator-Schmidt coeffi-
cients are s21, s1s2, s2s1, s
2
2. Moreover, from Appendix A 1,
these are also the singular values of its correlation matrix.
Thus:
det C =
∏
k
σk (C) = s41s42 =
(
s21s
2
2
)2
=
[
s21
(
1− s21
)]2
,
(A7)
where the final transition follows from the normalization con-
dition s21 + s
2
2 = 1. An interesting observation is that
4
√
det C
is proportional to the interferometric distinguishability mea-
sure studied in [38–42]; moreover, [39] illustrates the strik-
ing resemblance between this measure and entangelement en-
tropy. Thus, for two-qubit pure states, det C indeed quantifies
entanglement. As an aside, we note that the distinguishability
measure is generalized for a certain family of Gaussian states
in [43].
Appendix B: CMN and SVD
In order to compute the CMN, one should seek a relation
between the singular values of given matrix, and the sin-
gular values of its compound matrices. Such a relation is
known [44]:
7Lemma. Let E be a n × n matrix. The singular values of
Ch (E), are the
(
n
h
)
possible products σi1 · · ·σih .
Which implies:
‖Ch (E)‖p =

 ∑
R∈([n]h )
∏
k∈R
[σk (E)]
p


1/p
(B1)
where: (
[n]
h
)
,
{
R ∈ 2[n] : |R| = h
}
(B2)
i.e.,
(
[n]
h
)
denotes the set of subsets of [n] having cardinality
h. Thus we obtain the following formula for the correlation
minor norm, using only the singular values of the second mo-
ment matrix:
Mh,p =

 ∑
R∈([d
2]
h )
∏
k∈R
[σk (C)]p


1/p
. (B3)
Note that the CMN yields another formulation for the CCNR
criterion:
∀ρ ∈ S, Mh=1,p=1 ≤ 1, (B4)
where S denotes the set of separable states. The CMN also
allows for a new formulation of the CM criterion [10]: For
any separable state in FNF, Mh=1,p=1 ≤ 1+
√
(D−1)(d−1)√
Dd
.
Note the RHS is strictly smaller than 1 iffD 6= d.
Appendix C: The operator-Schmidt decomposition of a
separable state
Assume D = dA ≥ dB = d. We wish to find the Schmidt
coefficients of the following density matrix:
ρ =
n∑
k=1
pkOk ⊗Qk. (C1)
1. Aside: n = d2
First, let us prove we can always assume that n = d2 (how-
ever, Ok, Qk are not necessarily pure): Suppose n > d
2. It
suffices to show we can always transform (C1) to a similar
state with n − 1. Since the Qk all belong to the space of
d × d Hermitian matrices, they must be linearly dependent;
i.e., thus, one of them (w.l.g. it is Qn) may be written as a
linear combination of the others:
∃c1, . . . , cn−1 : Qn =
n−1∑
k=1
ckQk (C2)
where tr (Qn) = 1 implies
∑
ck = 1. Plugging this into (C1)
yields:
ρ =
n−1∑
k=1
pkOk ⊗Qk + pnOn ⊗
n−1∑
k=1
ckQk =
=
n−1∑
k=1
(pkOk + pnckOn)⊗Qk =
=
n−1∑
k=1
(pk + pnck)︸ ︷︷ ︸
p˜k
pkOk + pnckOn
pk + pnck︸ ︷︷ ︸
O˜k
⊗Qk. (C3)
To conclude the proof, one should verify
∑n−1
k=1 p˜k = 1 and
tr
(
O˜k
)
= 1. This is straightforward so we don’t show it
here.
2. Realignment and correlation in Bloch vector representation
Let us write the realigned density matrix:
ρR =
n∑
k=1
pk vecOk vecQk
†. (C4)
Now, we shall write down ρ†RρR as a “superoperator” Pˆ - i.e.,
its operates on d× d Hermitian operators:
Pˆ =
n∑
k=1
pkOk ⊗Qk (C5)
here the tensor product sign⊗ has a meaning closer to its orig-
inal one, rather than its regular abuse in quantum information
theory; that is, it “wants” to act on a d× d Hermitian operator
with the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product as follows:
(A⊗B)C = 〈B,C〉A = tr (B†C)A (C6)
where B,C are both all d × d (Hermitian) operators. For the
sake of simplicity, we switch to the Bloch representation of
the operators, satisfying the following properties:
1. Each operator Qk is written as Qk =
1√
d
qµk σˆµ, where
µ = 0, 1, . . . , d2−1. σˆ0 = 1d/
√
d, and the other σˆi are
(traceless) d × d Hermitian operators s.t. all σˆµ are an
orthogonal set (w.r.t. the Hilbert-Schmidt inner prod-
uct), satisfying:
tr (σˆν σˆµ) = δνµ
and the qµk are real numbers, given by:
qµk =
√
d · tr (σˆµQk) . (C7)
Note that q0k = tr (Qk) = 1.
2. This notation allows one to compute the Hilbert-
8Schmidt inner product of two operators U = 1√
d
uν σˆν
and V = 1√
d
vµσˆµ as follows:
〈U, V 〉HS =tr (UV ) =
1
d
tr (uν σˆνv
µσˆµ) =
=
1
d
uνvµtr (σˆν σˆµ) =
1
d
uµvµ.
And similarly for the operators Ok (where d is replaced with
D := max {dA, dB} = dA):
Ok =
1√
D
oγk ξˆγ , tr
(
ξˆγ ξˆη
)
= δγη, o
γ
k =
√
D·tr
(
ξˆγOk
)
.
(C8)
Once Hermitian operators are represented by column vectors
(using the bases
{
ξˆγ
}
, {σˆµ}), the superoperator Pˆ may once
again be written as a D2 × d2 matrix:
Cγµ = 1√
Dd
n∑
k=1
pko
γ
kq
µ
k =
1√
Dd
OPQT , (C9)
where Oγl := oγl ,Qµk := qµk are the matrices with columns
comprised of the Bloch vectors of Ol, Qk respectively; and
P := diag [p1, . . . , pn]. Later on, it shall be useful to consider
the matrix R := CTC, since its eigenvalues are the squared
singular values of C:
R = 1
Dd
(OPQT )T OPQT = 1
Dd
QPOTOPQT . (C10)
3. Separability
Up until this point we still haven’t used the separability of
ρ; it manifests in the fact that the operators Ok, Ql all repre-
sent states, implying:
∀k,
{
tr (Ok) = tr (Qk) = 1 ⇒ o0k = q0k = 1
tr
(
O2k
) ≤ 1 ∧ tr (Q2k) ≤ 1 ⇒ oµkoµk ≤ D, qνkqνk ≤ d,
(C11)
where only the Greek indices are summed upon. I.e., the first
row of O,Q is all ones; and the main diagonals of 1DOTO,
1
dQTQ are bounded by one. Let us denoteO+,Q+ as the ma-
trices obtained by removing the all-ones first rows fromO,Q
respectively. It would be useful to unify the two conditions,
by writing down the summation explicitly:
∀k, 1 ≥ tr (O2k) = 1D
D2−1∑
µ=0
oµko
µ
k =
=
1
D

1 + D2−1∑
µ=1
oµko
µ
k

 = 1
D
(
1 +
[OT+O+]kk) ,
(C12)
implying:
∀k, [OT+O+]kk ≤ D − 1 (C13)
and similarly:
∀k, [QT+Q+]kk ≤ d− 1. (C14)
Finally, we note that:
rγ = Cγ0 = 1√
Dd
∑
k
pko
γ
k (C15)
implying:
r =
1√
Dd
O+p. (C16)
This is unsurprising, since
[
1, rT
]
is the Bloch vector of ρA =∑
k pkOk. Similarly:
s =
1√
Dd
Q+p. (C17)
4. FNF
Let us assume that Alice and Bob choose their orthonormal
observables such that A1 =
1√
dA
1dA and B1 =
1√
dB
1dB ,
i.e. the trivial measurements. Note this implies that all the
other observablesAi, Bj are traceless. Given this assumption,
we are motivated to introduce the following notation (similar
to [12]):
C =
[
1/
√
Dd sT
r T
]
, (C18)
i.e.: ri := 〈Ai ⊗ 1〉 /
√
dB, sj := 〈1⊗Bj〉 /
√
dA, and T is
the correlation matrix of only traceless observables. A state
ρ is said to be in FNF if r = 0 and s = 0. Any state may
be transformed to FNF (using SLOCC), such that the original
state is separable iff the transformed state is separable.
We note:
T = 1√
dD
O+PQ+T . (C19)
A recent paper [11] has used similar ideas to construct a
necessary and sufficient separability criterion; in fact, they
state that a correlation matrix T describes a separable state
in FNF iff it admits a decomposition of the form (C19), where
P = diag p is diagonal, real, non-negative and has unit trace;
and O+p = 0, Q+p = 0. The latter conditions are re-
lated to the FNF: from (C1), we observe that ρ is in FNF
iff
∑
k pkOk,
∑
k pkQk are both proportional to the identity;
considering this statement in Bloch vector terms readily im-
plies these conditions.
9Appendix D: Proving the upper bounds
1. Preliminaries
Observe the following:
d2−1∑
j=1
σj (T ) = 1√
Dd
d2−1∑
k=1
σk
(O+PQ+T ) =
=
1√
Dd
∥∥∥O+√P√PQT+∥∥∥
1
≤ 1√
Dd
∥∥∥O+√P∥∥∥
2
∥∥∥Q+√P∥∥∥
2
(D1)
where the final transition follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality.
Let us find bounds on the 2-norms:∥∥∥O+√P∥∥∥2
2
= tr
(√
POT+O+
√
P
)
= tr
(POT+O+) =
=
d2∑
k=1
pk
[OT+O+]kk ≤ D − 1 (D2)
and similarly, ∥∥∥Q+√P∥∥∥2
2
≤ d− 1. (D3)
Substitution of the latter two in (D1) yields
d2−1∑
k=1
σk ≤
√
D − 1
D
d− 1
d
. (D4)
Note this inequality is equivalent to the separability criterion
defined by de Vicente in [12] (the dV criterion). de Vicente
defines a matrix T similar to our T ; in fact, T = Dd2 T . The
dV criterion states that for any separable state,
‖T ‖KF ≤
√
Dd (D − 1) (d− 1)
4
, (D5)
where ‖·‖KF denotes the Ky-Fan norm, i.e. the Schatten 1-
norm (also known as the trace norm or nuclear norm). (D5)
implies:
d2−1∑
j=1
σj (T ) = ‖T ‖KF =
2
Dd
‖T ‖KF ≤
√
D − 1
D
d− 1
d
.
(D6)
2. Proof of the upper bound ofMh,p=1
In this subsection, we wish to use the results of the pre-
vious section to find bounds on Mh,p=1 = ‖Ch (C)‖1 for
separable states. Clearly, the tight upper bound for h = 1 is
Mh=1,p=1 ≤ 1 (CCNR). Here we add three other assump-
tions: one regarding the domain of h - h > 1; another is
D ≤ d3; and finally, we assume the state is in FNF.
Thus, σ0 = 1/
√
Dd, and we obtain:
Mh,p=1 = Sh
(
1/
√
Dd, σ1, . . . , σd2−1
)
=
=
1√
Dd
Sh−1 (σ1, . . . , σd2−1) + Sh (σ1, . . . , σd2−1) (D7)
Let us denote s :=
∑d2−1
k=1 σk and β :=
1
d2−1
√
D−1
D
d−1
d .
Clearly s ≤ β (d2 − 1). Moreover, the vectors ~σ :=
(σ1, . . . , σd2−1) and ~e := sd2−1 (1, . . . , 1) both sum up to s;
thus, ~σ  ~e ( denotes majorization). Since the symmetric
polynomials Sh are Schur concave, we obtain:
Sh (σ1, . . . , σd2−1) ≤ Sh
(
s
d2 − 1 , . . . ,
s
d2 − 1
)
. (D8)
Next, we use the fact that Sh is monotonically increasing in
each of its variables, alongside the inequality sd2−1 ≤ β, to
obtain:
Sh (σ1, . . . , σd2−1) ≤ Sh (β, . . . , β) . (D9)
Substitution in (D7) yields:
Mh,p=1 ≤ αSh−1 (β, . . . , β) + Sh (β, . . . , β) =
= Sh (α, β, . . . , β) (D10)
where β is always repeated d2 − 1 times.
3. Saturating the upper bound ofMh,p=1
In our special construction of ρ from Theorem 2, n = d2
and ∀k, pk = 1/d2. The following additional assumptions fol-
low from {Ok} , {Ql} being regular, coherent, degree-1 quan-
tum designs with r = 1 and d2 elements:
1
D
[OTO]
kl
= 〈Ok, Ol〉 =
{
1; k = l
µA; k 6= l ,
1
d
[QTQ]
kl
= 〈Qk, Ql〉 =
{
1; k = l
µB; k 6= l (D11)
where µA/B =
d2−dA/B
dA/B(d2−1) . Coherence has the following ad-
ditional implication:
d2∑
k=1
Ok =
d2
D
1D,
d2∑
k=1
Qk = d1d
⇒
d2∑
k=1
oµk =
d2∑
k=1
qµk =
{
d2; µ = 0
0; µ 6= 0 (D12)
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in matrix notation:
O1 = Q1 =


d2
0
...
0

 , O+1 = Q+1 = 0. (D13)
where 1 is the vector whose d2 entries all equal 1. Further-
more, we know that such a quantum design in dimension
d = dB is in fact a SIC-POVMs; thus, {Qk} are SIC-POVMs.
Substituting these implications allows one to obtain:
Rµν = 1
d5
d2∑
k=1
qµk q
ν
k +
µA
d5
∑
k 6=l
qµk q
ν
l . (D14)
Moreover, we have:
R00 = 1
d5
d2∑
k,l=1
〈Ok, Ol〉 q0kq0l︸︷︷︸
=1
=
1
d5
〈
d2∑
k=1
Ok,
d2∑
l=1
Ol〉 =
=
1
D2d
〈1D, 1D〉 = 1
dAdB
. (D15)
and for all ν 6= 0:
R0ν = 1
d5
d2∑
k,l=1
〈Ok, Ol〉 q0k︸︷︷︸
=1
qνl =
1
d5
d2∑
l=1
〈
d2∑
k=1
Ok, Ol〉 qνl =
=
1
Dd3
d2∑
l=1
〈1D, Ol〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
tr(Ol)=1
qνl = 0. (D16)
Similarly, for all µ 6= 0, Rµ0 = 0. Thus, λ0 = R00 = 1dAdB
is an eigenvalue. To conclude the proof, we just need to show
that the submatrix ofRwithout the first row and column - i.e.,
T T T - is the scalar matrix β21.
To do so, we note the following:
T TT = 1
Dd5
Q+OT+O+QT+ (D17)
where we have plugged P = 1d2 into (C19). Our first step
would be computing OT+O+. Using (D11) and recalling that
O+ is simply O with the first row of all 1s removed, we ob-
tain:
[OT+O+]kl = [OTO]kl − 1 =
{
D − 1; k = l
−D−1d2−1 ; k 6= l
(D18)
Diagonalization of this matrix is rather straightforward; it is
not difficult to obtain that it has two distinct eigenvalues:
1. λ0 = with multiplicity 1, where the eigenspace is
spanned by 1 := (1, . . . , 1)
T
; and -
2. λ1 =
d2(D−1)
d2−1 with multiplicity d
2 − 1 and eigenspace
Λ := (span {1})⊥.
This demonstrates that OT+O+ behaves as a scalar matrix,
when its domain is restricted to Λ ⊂ Rd2 . Thus, our next step
would be showing that QT+ : Rd
2−1 → Rd2 performs exactly
this restriction.
In other words, we wish to prove that ImQT+ = Λ. First
note QT+ has an empty kernel, since otherwise there exists
a nonzero vector orthogonal to all vectors in
{
q+k
}
; this
would have implied that
{
q+k
}
do not span the entire d2 − 1-
dimensional space of traceless Hermitian d×d operators, con-
tradicting them comprising a SIC-POVM. Thus kerQT+ = 0,
and from the rank-nullity theoremQT+ must have rank d2− 1.
Hence, demonstrating that ImQT+ ⊂ Λ would complete the
proof. Let v ∈ Rd2−1; indeed, direct computation yields:
1 · QT+v = Q+1 · v = 0, (D19)
where we have used (D13). Thus, for all v ∈ Rd2−1 we have:
OT+O+QT+v =
d2 (D − 1)
d2 − 1 Q
T
+v, (D20)
implying,
OT+O+QT+ =
d2 (D − 1)
d2 − 1 Q
T
+. (D21)
To complete the proof, we note that since {Qk} comprises
a SIC-POVM, the columns of Q+ form a (real) equiangular
tight frame in dimension d2−1with d2 elements [45]; thus, its
frame operatorQ+QT+ is scalar; more specifically, it satisfies:
Q+QT+ = A1d2−1, (D22)
where A is readily found by taking the trace of both sides:(
d2 − 1)A = tr (Q+QT+) = tr (QT+Q+) = d2 (d− 1) ,
(D23)
where we have used (D11) again. Multiplying (D21) by Q+
from the left yields:
Q+OT+O+QT+ =
d2 (D − 1)
d2 − 1 Q+Q
T
+ =
=
d2 (D − 1)
d2 − 1
d2 (d− 1)
d2 − 1 1d2−1, (D24)
which, when plugged into (D17), concludes the proof.
4. Proof of the upper bound ofMh,p=∞
In this subsection we prove the bound on Mh,p=∞ =
‖Ch (C)‖∞ for separable states in FNF. Clearly, the tight up-
per bound for h = 1 isMh=1,p=∞ ≤ 1.
11
Thus, σ0 = 1/
√
Dd, and we obtain:
Mh,p=∞ = ‖Ch (C)‖∞ =
1√
Dd
‖Ch−1 (T )‖∞ =
=
1√
Dd
∥∥∥∥Ch−1
(
1√
Dd
O+PQ+T
)∥∥∥∥
∞
=
= (Dd)
−h/2
h−1∏
k=1
σk
(O+PQ+T ) ≤
≤ (Dd)−h/2 (h− 1)−(h−1)
[
h−1∑
k=1
σk
(O+PQ+T )
]h−1
.
(D25)
Let us find a bound on the sum:
h−1∑
k=1
σk
(O+PQ+T ) ≤ d
2∑
k=1
σk
(O+PQ+T ) ≤
≤
√
(D − 1) (d− 1) (D26)
where we have used (D4). To conclude, substituting in (D25)
obtains the bound:
Mh,p=∞ ≤ 1√
Dd
[
D − 1
D (h− 1)
d− 1
d (h− 1)
]h−1
2
. (D27)
5. Evidence to support Theorem 3 without assuming FNF
Mh,p=∞ is a monotonically non-decreasing differentiable
function of the singular values ~σ = (σ0, . . . , σd2−1). The
constraints on the domain of ~σ are rather complicated and we
do not know them all. However, we know some of them:
σ0 ≥ 1/
√
Dd (D28)
∀j ∈ {1, . . . , d2 − 1} , σj ≥ 0 (D29)
d2∑
j=0
σj ≤ 1 (D30)
d2−1∑
j=1
σj ≤ D − 1
D
d− 1
d
. (D31)
Furthermore, we know from numerical simulations that (D30)
and (D31) cannot be saturated simultaneously (forDd ≤ h2);
in fact, it seems that if the latter is saturated, then the state
must be in FNF (thus saturating (D28) instead). Assume that
this statement holds in general, and that no other constraints
on ~σ are relevant for global maxima analysis of Mh,p=∞ -
i.e., no other constraints need be saturated to obtain its global
maxima; then, the theorem holds.
Since Mh,p=∞ is monotonically increasing, one of the
constraints (D30),(D31) must be saturated in a global maxi-
mum; otherwise, any one of the σk could be increased, thus
increasing the value ofMh,p=∞ without leaving the domain.
According to our assumption, if (D31) is saturated the state
is in FNF, which is the case we already treated. Thus, as-
sume (D30) is saturated. If more than h singular values are
nonzero, the point cannot be a global maximum, since we can
increase the largest singular value while decreasing the small-
est nonzero singular value, thus leaving (D30) saturated while
increasingMh,p=∞. Thus, we may treatMh,p=∞ as a func-
tion depending only on the h largest singular values:
f (~σ) =
h−1∏
k=0
σk, (D32)
And we are currently considering a global maximum ~σ′ =
(σ0, . . . , σh−1) s.t.
∑h−1
k=0 σk = 1. Clearly, non of the σk can
be zero - otherwise ~σ′ is a minimum rather than a maximum.
Thus, of all the above constraints, ~σ′ saturates only (D30).
Thus, it should be a local maximum of the following function
constructed using a Lagrange multiplier:
g (~σ, λ) :=
h−1∏
k=0
σk − λ
(
h−1∑
k=0
σk − 1
)
. (D33)
Thus, the partial derivatives with respect to σk should vanish:
0 =
∂g
∂σl
=
∏
k 6=l
σk − λ (D34)
implying that for all l,
∏
k 6=l σk = λ; but that could only
happen if σ0 = . . . = σh−1 = 1/h. Substituting σ0 = 1/h
in (D28) would have implied h ≤ √Dd. If this is an equality,
we are again in FNF; otherwise, it contradicts one of our initial
assumptions. Thus, the only possible global maximum is the
one obtained in FNF, for which Theorem 3 holds.
6. Saturating the upper bound ofMh,p=∞
In our special construction of ρ from Theorem 4, n = h
and ∀k, pk = 1/h. Since {Ok} , {Ql} are regular, coher-
ent, degree-1 quantum designs with r = 1 and h elements,
(D11) still holds; the only difference is that in this case,
µA/B =
h−dA/B
dA/B(h−1) . As before, coherence has an additional
implication:
h∑
k=1
Ok =
h
D
1D,
h∑
k=1
Qk =
h
d
1d
⇒
h∑
k=1
oµk =
h∑
k=1
qµk =
{
h; µ = 0
0; µ 6= 0 (D35)
in matrix notation:
O1 = Q1 =


h
0
...
0

 , O+1 = Q+1 = 0, (D36)
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where 1 is the vector whose h entries all equal 1.
Substituting these implications allows one to obtain:
Rµν = 1
h2d
h∑
k=1
qµk q
ν
k +
µA
h2d
∑
k 6=l
qµk q
ν
l . (D37)
Moreover, we have:
R00 = 1
h2d
h∑
k,l=1
〈Ok, Ol〉 q0kq0l︸︷︷︸
=1
=
1
h2d
〈
h∑
k=1
Ok,
h∑
l=1
Ol〉 =
=
1
D2d
〈1D, 1D〉 = 1
dAdB
. (D38)
and for all ν 6= 0:
R0ν = 1
h2d
h∑
k,l=1
〈Ok, Ol〉 q0k︸︷︷︸
=1
qνl =
=
1
h2d
h∑
l=1
〈
h∑
k=1
Ok, Ol〉 qνl =
1
hDd
h∑
l=1
〈1D, Ol〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
tr(Ol)=1
qνl = 0.
(D39)
Similarly, for all µ 6= 0, Rµ0 = 0. Thus, λ0 = R00 = 1dAdB
is an eigenvalue. To conclude the proof, we need to show
that the submatrix of R without the first row and column -
again, T T T - is composed of two diagonal blocks, one being
a nontrivial scalar matrix and the other is the zero matrix.
We commence in a manner similar to what we have done in
subsection D 3 - writing down T TT :
T T T = 1
Ddh2
Q+OT+O+QT+, (D40)
and computingOT+O+:
[OT+O+]kl = [OTO]kl − 1 =
{
D − 1; k = l
−D−1h−1 ; k 6= l
(D41)
This h× h matrix has the eigenvalues:
1. λ0 = with multiplicity 1, where the eigenspace is
spanned by 1 := (1, . . . , 1)
T
; and -
2. λ1 =
h(D−1)
h−1 with multiplicity h − 1 and eigenspace
Λ := (span {1})⊥.
Next, we consider QT+ : Rd
2−1 → Rh. This time it does not
have an empty kernel. However, it turns out we need not show
that ImQT+ = Λ. It suffices to show ImQT+ ⊂ Λ. Indeed, this
follows simply as before:
∀v ∈ Rd2−1, 1 · QT+v = Q+1 · v = 0, (D42)
where the last transition is just (D36). Thus we obtain:
OT+O+QT+ =
h (D − 1)
h− 1 Q
T
+. (D43)
To conclude the proof, we must analyze Q+QT+. Since for
h < d2 the projections {Qk} do not comprise a SIC-POVM,
Q+QT+ is no longer a frame operator of a tight frame, and
thus not necessarily scalar. However, we may use the fact that
Q+QT+ and QT+Q+ have the same nonzero eigenvalues (i.e.,
squares of the singular values of Q+). Therefore, our next
step would be computingQT+Q+:
[QT+Q+]kl = [QTQ]kl − 1 =
{
d− 1; k = l
− d−1h−1 ; k 6= l
(D44)
As before, it is straightforward to note this h × h matrix has
two eigenvalues: λ0 = 0with multiplicity 1, and λ1 =
h(d−1)
h−1
with multiplicity h− 1. Thus,Q+QT+ has the eigenvalues λ1
with multiplicity h− 1, and 0 with multiplicity d2 − h.
To conclude, we observed the following:
1. T TT = 1Ddh2 h(D−1)h−1 Q+QT+,
2. Q+QT+ has precisely h− 1 nonzero eigenvalues, which
all equal λ1 =
h(d−1)
h−1 .
Thus, T T T also has h − 1 nonzero eigenvalues, which all
equal λ′ = D−1D(h−1)
d−1
d(h−1) . Consequentially, the h largest sin-
gular values of C are σ0 = 1/
√
Dd with multiplicity 1, and√
λ′ with multiplicity h − 1; and the CMN is their product,
that is:
Mh,p=∞ = 1√
Dd
[
D − 1
D (h− 1)
d− 1
d (h− 1)
]h−1
2
(D45)
which concludes the proof.
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